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it's a core game. there's no other way to put it. it's an absolute must buy if you own
an xbox one or a playstation 4. battlefield 4 is still an impressive game, and it lives
up to all the hype it received from fans. if you haven't played it, then you're really
missing out on a great shooter. there is no doubt in my mind that battlefield 4 is the
best game to be released in 2013. battlefield 4 is a true testament to the power of
teamwork in a shooter, and that's what makes it so special. it's the best multiplayer
shooter on the market, and the best on the xbox one. battlefield 4 is the best game
of the year hands down. it's an absolute must buy if you own an xbox one or a
playstation 4. battlefield 4 is still an impressive game, and it lives up to all the hype
it received from fans. if the enemy takes the capture point, you are given three
options: rush - you have a certain amount of time to take back the flag from the
enemy. after that time has passed you'll be given a message stating how much time
is left. you can then try to take the flag back, but if the enemy takes it back you'll
have to restart the round, just like in the battlefield 3 campaign. defend - you'll have
to defend the flag by shooting the enemy forces on the map. if the enemy takes the
flag, you'll have to restart the round. rush/recon - you have two teams, the attackers
and the defenders. the attackers will go for the capture point, while the defenders
try to destroy the attackers as they take it. if the attackers take the capture point,
they have to defend it from the defenders. the defenders have three options:
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i'm here to tell you how unbelievably bad battlefield 4 is. i used to love it it was one
of my favorite games and it was awesome flying planes and stuff but that's when i

encountered the bugs non stop server issues, it freezes, crashes to home and it
almost broke my disk drive or even system on xbox one. a little note to ea get your

games right and give everybody a refund! the game is just awesome that they
changed from battlefield 3 this is balistikuyu of weapons and the plot, as there he
was dull, thethe game is just awesome that they changed from battlefield 3 this is
balistikuyu of weapons and the plot, as there he was dull, the soundtrack is cool

even the atmosphere is there, and the game just wants to pereprohodit, but minus
little added and bugs but considering that it was a patch in russian, and so

everything is cool i advise everyone. battlefield 4 gameplay shines the brightest in
its multiplayer. engage in battles with up to 32 players per side, and in different,
carefully designed modes. conquest takes the battles to the land, air, and sea in

fights for flags and enemy extinction. domination is just like conquest, but focused
on infantry combat. obliteration will have you retrieve bombs and detonate them at
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your enemies' key strategic locations. these are but a handful of exciting modes
waiting for you in the game. in the latest part of this very popular action game you

will experience moments that almost blur the differences between the game and the
feeling of true joy of success. battlefield 4 will offer a totally unique realistic and

dramatic course of events, where you can demolish buildings, where the enemy is
hiding,command the attack from aboat, and many others. the game gives you the

freedom of decision and it is up to you how you get tovictory. 5ec8ef588b
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